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Sexual harassment reported in every
part of Manitoba government
Minister calls survey results ‘heartbreaking’
More than 500 Manitoba government workers — most of them
women — came forward this spring to report that they had been
sexually harassed on the job.
Of those who reported sexual harassment, one in 10 said they
were currently experiencing it and 90 per cent said they had
experienced it on multiple occasions.

Employers say adjusting to marijuana in
the workplace will be a ‘learning curve’
It’s going to be uncharted territory for employers once marijuana
is made legal across the country.
It’s still unclear how they will be able to handle the change. In a recent
survey conducted by Mercer Canada, only one in three employers felt
prepared for the impending changes coming on October 17th. Some
companies are changing policies as the date looms, adjusting to how
they will respond once their employees can legally carry marijuana.

Winnipeg business leaders gather to bring
truth and reconciliation into the workplace
Among the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada’s
calls to action, there was a request for businesses to play a role in
healing the relationship between Canada and Indigenous people.
The Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce is bringing together
local businesses for a panel discussion on actionable steps to
reconciliation on Monday morning.
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Every day,
employers in Manitoba
are making headlines.

We want to ensure it’s all good news.
CPHR Manitoba is seeking Self-regulation to strengthen our
responsibility and our authority to bring the highest standards
of HR practice into Manitoba’s workplaces.
By creating safer, more inclusive, more effective and
accountable workplaces, employers can focus on growing their
businesses and employees can fulfill successful careers.
Hiring CPHRs will remain optional for employers after Selfregulation, and HR practitioners who are not CPHRs will still be
able to practice in Manitoba.
Self-regulation will strengthen the roles of the over 1,400 HR
professionals currently working across Manitoba, protecting the
public at work and their employers.

Changing the face of the service

— three of them singled out with sexual-assault or sexual

Police career workshop seeks to put more
diversity into the uniform

harassment allegations.

Looking to navigate well through today’s
workplace issues?

University president David Barnard declared Wednesday

Ask me, I’m a CPHR.

sexual violence won’t be tolerated on campus, then confirmed

In order to have the city’s police force better reflect the people multiple investigations about faculty members are underway.
who live in Manitoba’s capital, the Winnipeg Police Service is

hosting a career workshop to encourage Indigenous Peoples
and other minority groups to think about becoming cops.
Sixty-five people are participating in the Diversity Career

Exhibition, a two-day workshop filled with sessions on WPS

career opportunities, hiring processes and mock fitness and

written tests, which began Thursday and continues today at
the downtown police headquarters.

Three U of M faculty members under
investigation for sexual misconduct
Amid the excitement of the first day of classes, about 30,000

University of Manitoba students learned five faculty members
are currently being investigated for inappropriate behaviour
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Labour minister calls on post office, union,
to keep talking as strike threat looms
OTTAWA — Canada’s labour minister called on Canada Post

and its biggest union Tuesday to continue bargaining with the
help of a third party after postal workers across the country

voted in favour of strike action that could see them off the job
before month’s end.

Members of the Canadian Union of Postal Workers voted

overwhelmingly in favour of job action in several weeks of
polling that wrapped up Sunday.

CUPW said Tuesday that 93.8 per cent of urban letter and

parcel carriers and 95.9 per cent of rural and suburban members
provisionally signalled their willingness to walk off the job.

HR professionals have the expertise, the best practice
industry standards, and the skills and experience to help
Manitoba’s employers address issues such as:
protecting us from exposure to unnecessary risks;
helping us attract and keep the talent we need;
connecting business goals to job performance;
	ensuring we meet employment regulatory requirements;
enhancing leadership skills at all levels.
CPHRs also help employers grow through workforce management,
innovation programs, accountability, and so much more.

About CPHR Manitoba
 PHR Manitoba works to foster public confidence in the HR
C
profession by acting in the public interest and promoting
professional excellence.
	Represents over 1,400 human resource practitioners from
all industries across Manitoba.
	The premiere professional association for human
resource professionals.
	The granting body of the Chartered Professional in
Human Resources (CPHR) designation within the Province
of Manitoba.
Member of CPHR Canada.
	Linked to 21,000 CPHRs and 41,000 HR professionals
across the country.

